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Quality, Dependability, Price…
an outstanding value in 
a commercial upright!

� Powerful 10 amp motor 

� 80 CFM with clean air suction system

� Metal brushroll assembly with replaceable 
brush strips

� Lays completely flat – excellent for getting 
under objects.

� 12" cleaning path

� 40' commercial cord

� Thermal protection switch

� Soft furniture guard protects furniture 
and baseboards

The easy to use Powr-Flite PF90 is built commercial tough
with an all metal handle, base plate and brush roll in a
heavy-duty housing. The performance of the powerful dou-
ble ball-bearing motor provides the suction power needed
for commercial cleaning without the expense of two
motors. The self-adjusting height goes from the new frieze
carpeting to commercial grade and even hard floors with
ease. The PF90 will also lay completely flat to reach under
furniture and other obstructions. Optional tools are also
available to add the convenience of performing every type
of vacuuming job! The PF90 uses the Smart Choice vacu-
um bags featuring the Allerest liner that captures particles
up to 0.1 micron like pollen, spores, bacteria, dust mites
and allergens. The bags are also treated with Bioclear to
inhibit the growth of germs, bacteria, mold and mildew.
The Smart Choice bags provided 6 times better filtration
than ordinary bags!



Model PF90 Specifications
Motor 10 amp
Handle Steel with insulated grip
Cord 40’ 3-wire yellow cord
Paper Bag Premium filtration with BioClear
Agitator Metal with replaceable brush strips
CFM 80
Cleaning Width 12"
Belt Drive Long lasting flat belt, easy to change
Switch Standard on/off rocker switch
Wattage 1200
Volts 120
Height Adjustment Self-adjusting, will lay completely 

horizontal
Furniture Guard Soft furniture guard
Overall Height 45"
Approvals UL
Warranty 1 year motor, parts, workmanship
Weight 17 lbs.

Metal bottom plate and brushroll.

Lays completely flat to reach under objects.

Optional tools


